
 

 
AUTHENTICITY, QUALITY AND SEASONALITY 

Our menu stems from the resolution to favour the best ingredients of a rich and 

prosperous region, and to select superior raw ingredients, with particular 

attention to local producers. Our aim is to guarantee a perfect result. So our 

recipes vary according to the season, using only ingredients which have reached 

their full potential, such as vegetables daily procured from the Central Market of 

Verona. 

 

Here are some of our preferred producers: 

OLEIFICIO VIOLA – BARDOLINO (VR) 

Olio Extravergine di Oliva del Garda 

CORRADO BENEDETTI  

SANT’ANNA D’ALFAEDO (VR)  

Formaggi 

PASTIFICIO FELICETTI- PREDAZZO (TN) 

Pasta 

AGROITTICA LOMBARDA-CALVISANO (BS) 

Storione e caviale 

RISERIA GAZZANI - VIGASIO (VR) 

Riso 

BENTIVOGLIO CARNI –BARDOLINO (VR) 

Carne 

SARTORI CARNI – BRENZONE (VR) 

Carne Garronese Veneta 

 

SELECTA –OCCHIOBELLO (RO) -Pesce 

TROTA ORO – PREORE (TN) - Pesce di Lago 

COOPERATIVA FRA PESCATORI  – GARDA (VR) 

Pesce di Lago 

 

 

Buon appetito! 

Simone Gottardello – Executive Chef 

 

 “V” = vegetarian 
 

 

For information on substances and products that can provoke allergies or intolerances you can ask our 

staff on duty .Some products difficult to find are stored at -18 ° in order  to maintain a natural freshness. 

VAT included – Cover Charge € 2,50 pp 



DISCOVERING EVO  
Tasting menu suggested by our Chef Simone Gottardello 

 € 52,00 per person - (5 courses) 

STARTERS 

Red shrimps tartare with “Burrata” cheese, raspberry, dark spiced € 15  

chocolate “Xoxopili” and Timut pepper 
 

Lobster and squid warm salad with samphire grass, tomato € 16  

and strawberry gazpacho 
 

“Garronese Veneta” beef tartare, peaches, snow peas and truffle € 14  

from Monte Baldo 
 

Sardine form Lake Garda wrapped in zucchini flower… € 14 

with sweet and sour sauce 
 

Our buffalo mozzarella “Caprese” style € 12 

FIRST COURSES 
 

Risotto “Vialone Nano” RISERIA GAZZANI with king prawns  € 15 

tarragon marinated, tomatoes, “Stracciatella” cheese and lime powder 
 

Spaghetti “Matt” Pastificio Felicetti…EVO style  € 15 
 

Fusilli Monograno Pastificio Felicetti with sweet pepper sauce, sausage, € 14  

spring onions and smoked cheese 
 

Buffalo ricotta cheese dumplings “Norma” style € 14 
 

Chickling pea soup with lavander bread croutons € 12 

  

   



 

MAIN COURSES* 
 

 

 

 
 

Turbot roasted fillet, leeks, zucchini flowers, crab and squill fish sauce € 22 

camomile scented 
 

“Caciucco” - Frashwater fish soup € 20 
 

Roasted duck breast, cherries, foie gras sauce and truffle  € 20 

form Monte Baldo  
 

Rack of lamb in crust of walnuts and mint, “Caprino” cheese,  € 22 

peas sauce and cacao bean emulsion 
  

FRESH FISH OF THE DAY    € 4,70/HG 

Grilled with aromatic herbs/ in Cervia salt crust/ baked with potatoes,  

olives and cherry tomatoes 
 

“GARRONESE VENETA” steak    € 6,20/HG  

 

“V” SELECTION OF CHEESE BY CORRADO BENEDETTI WITH JELLIES AND COMPOTES  € 14 

(Veja Blu, Cow cheese  in Passito wine honed, Gran Benedetti  24 Months,  

Monte Veronese 24 Months, Cimbro cheese in sage and rosemary honed,  

Redivino in Amarone wine honed) 

 
 

* Side dishes for the main course on request: fresh seasonal vegetables  

€ 4,00 

 

 

Share your EVO experience! 
#evobardolino  

 



 
 

 

A warm welcome to EVO Bardolino! 

You are about to enter a gourmet universe where you’ll live an experience of taste, 

tradition and creativity, guided by Chef Simone Gottardello. 
 

EVO offers a coherent and respectful journey through the local traditions and produce, 

marked by the excellent quality of the raw ingredients, carefully selected based on 

location and season.  
 

Strictly tied to the territory are both cheeses and charcuterie - for example those labelled 

“Corrado Benedetti” -, such as the Amarone aged cheese or the “soppressa dello 

schioppo”, a Veneto classic. 
 

With regards to meat, the product of choice is the super tender Veneto Garronese meat, of 

which the Macelleria Sartori offers a quality version, resulting from a feeding based on 

corn, barley, non-GMO soybean, beet pulp and forage hay.  
 

The fish is sourced from local consortia and not only, such as the fishermen’s cooperative 

of Porto Santo Spirito and the farmers’ cooperative of the Garda Lake, while Trota Oro, 

a non-intensive trout breeding farm in the Parco Naturale Adamello Brenta, provides trouts 

and chars with an exceptionally lean and firm meat, bred in the clean and fresh waters of 

mountains streams. 
 

The pasta dishes reach uncommon high levels, also thanks to Felicetti’s, the fresh pasta 

factory which has been making pasta for the past 100 year just adding Italian raw 

ingredients, scrupulously selected according to the highest standards, to the air and water 

of the Val di Fiemme in the Dolomites: wholegrain and organic durum wheat semolina, and 

kamut and spelt processed as single varieties to maximize their unique organoleptic 

properties, firmness and taste perfection. 
 

A must is of course the fine EVO Viola Oil - among the reference local products and 

produced by the same company which owns the AQUALUX Hotel SPA Suite&Terme and 

EVO Bardolino -, a true symbol of history and culture of the region, obtained from the 

pressing of the best olives crushed soon after the harvest: its merits, well known and 

proven by the Mediterranean diet, combine with a fruity flavour, allowing for use with 

sweet preparations too, as well as a full-bodied taste. 
 

Fruits and vegetables in season are daily sourced from the local Verona general market, via 

Sa.ma Frutta, with particular consideration for first-class local products such as Radicchio 

Red Verona, white asparagus and Verona celery. 
 

And to top it all, the EVO grappa, a marc distillate defined as vintage as it rests at least 18 

months in local wood casks, to be savoured in combination with a unique kind of 

chocolate, Valhrona’s, based on multiple origin cacao and manufactured respecting the 

craft tradition. 

 


